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 The film serves as a sequel to 2006’s Undisputed and a follow-up to 2005’s Undisputed II: Redemption. Both films were released on DVD on September 11, 2006. The film is set in a fictional city known as Inner City, where martial arts is legal. The premise is that in the past two years, the powerful fighter-turned-doorman and former student of the Street Fighter (Danny Trejo), Marciano “The Cold
Blooded” Jackson (White), has been convicted of a crime, and is sentenced to six years in a maximum security prison. This, in turn, gives Jackson the opportunity to fight for the belt of the Inner City’s reigning martial arts champion. The film features the return of Undisputed producer Lawrence Fishbein and co-producer Eric Gilliland, who produced the first Undisputed film, and two new producers,
Thomas Stern and Jason Blum. The film grossed over $27 million at the box office. Undisputed II was released on DVD on September 11, 2006, and features a commentary by film critic Leonard Maltin, stills galleries and trailers, and additional featurettes. Plot In a prison in San Francisco, a man named Lomax (Warren Christie) and his associates are plotting to escape. Lomax is released on parole,
and he goes to see his sister, Angela (Tisha Campbell-Martin). At the prison, their prisoner, Marciano “The Cold Blooded” Jackson (Michael Jai White), arrives and calls her “baby sister.” Jackson claims to have served his time in prison for killing a man in a fight and having a gun in his apartment, and that he has since become a boxer. He says that he and his associates are going to buy one million
dollars in diamonds and sell them, and then escape to Mexico. Angela agrees to help. At the prison, Jackson gets a phone call, and Lomax tells him to see his lawyer in San Francisco. Jackson wants to fight to regain his freedom, but his lawyer advises him to concentrate on his new job and his parole. Jackson trains in the prison’s gymnasium. Later, Angela goes to Jackson’s gym and tells him that

Lomax is planning to sell $100,000 worth of stolen goods. A prison guard, Marquis “Axe� 82157476af
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